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Plant Growth and ClimateJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006

	Evidence grows daily of the changing climate and its impact on plants and animals. Plant function is inextricably linked to climate and atmospheric carbon dioxide concentration. On the shortest and smallest scales, the climate affects the plant’s immediate environment and so directly influences physiological processes. At larger scales,...
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Analysis and Control of Boolean Networks: A Semi-tensor Product ApproachSpringer, 2010

	Analysis and Control of Boolean Networks presents a systematic new approach to the investigation of Boolean control networks. The fundamental tool in this approach is a novel matrix product called the semi-tensor product (STP). Using the STP, a logical function can be expressed as a conventional discrete-time linear system. In the light of...
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Data-Driven Modeling: Using MATLAB® in Water Resources and Environmental Engineering (Water Science and Technology Library)Springer, 2013

	“Data-Driven Modeling: Using MATLAB® in Water Resources and Environmental Engineering” provides a systematic account of major concepts and methodologies for data-driven models and presents a unified framework that makes the subject more accessible to and applicable for researchers and practitioners. It integrates important...
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Patch Clamp Electrophysiology: Methods and Protocols (Methods in Molecular Biology, 2188)Humana Press, 2020

	
		This volume describes a range of standard and novel methodological approaches used to probe ion channel function across different modalities. Chapters guide readers through methods and protocols from an introduction to the decades old patch clamp method for the ion channel neophyte to more complex, recent protocol advances, such as...
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Visualizing Data in R 4: Graphics Using the base, graphics, stats, and ggplot2 PackagesApress, 2021

	
		Master the syntax for working with R’s plotting functions in graphics and stats in this easy reference to formatting plots. The approach in Visualizing Data in R 4 toward the application of formatting in ggplot() will follow the structure of the formatting used by the plotting functions in graphics and...
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Prediction of Protein Structures, Functions, and InteractionsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	The growing flood of new experimental data generated by genome sequencing has provided an impetus for the development of automated methods for predicting the functions of proteins that have been deduced by sequence analysis and lack experimental characterization.


	Prediction of Protein Structures, Functions and Interactions presents...
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Reputation, Stock Price, and You: Why the Market Rewards Some Companies and Punishes OthersApress, 2012

	“All of our working lives we have heard the mantra, ‘a reputation lost is never regained.’ Still, the firms we work for, admire and invest in seem to take costly reputation hits all too often. Everyone interested in managing, regulating or investing in public firms will find Nir Kossovsky’s book a wonderful read...
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Designing Machine Learning Systems with PythonPackt Publishing, 2016

	Design efficient machine learning systems that give you more accurate results


	About This Book

	
		Gain an understanding of the machine learning design process
	
		Optimize machine learning systems for improved accuracy
	
		Understand common programming tools and techniques for machine...
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Operating System ConceptsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Operating System Concepts, now in its ninth edition, continues to provide a solid theoretical foundation for understanding operating systems. The ninth edition has been thoroughly updated to include contemporary examples of how operating systems function. The text includes content to bridge the...
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S+Functional Data Analysis User's GuideSpringer, 2005

	S+Functional Data Analysis is the first commercial object oriented package for exploring, modeling, and analyzing functional data. Functional data analysis (FDA) handles longitudinal data and treats each observation as a function of time (or other variable). The functions are related. The goal is to analyze a sample of functions instead of a...
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SQL CookbookO'Reilly, 2005
You know the rudiments of the SQL query language, yet you feel you aren't taking full advantage of SQL's expressive power. You'd like to learn how to do more work with SQL inside the database before pushing data across the network to your applications. You'd like to take your SQL skills to the next level.
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Configuring Windows 2000 Without Active DirectorySyngress Publishing, 2001
In Configuring Windows 2000 Without Active Directory, Carol Bailey makes a persuasive argument that her title procedure isn't the logical equivalent of making a banana split without fruit. Declining to use the primary new feature of Windows 2000 removes a thick layer of complexity from Windows 2000, she writes, and makes it much easier to...
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